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Paul’s Summary (transcribed)
If you take a look at the business scene, you’ll find that social commerce is booming.

Social commerce is a specific type

of e-commerce that takes advantage of the popularity of social media. Companies advertise and sell various products
with up to a 50% discount, while using social networks and online communities as their own focus groups and target
market. Recently US social commerce giant Groupon launched in Korea, along with strong newcomers from large
conglomerates.

With already hundreds of companies competing with each other for this explosive market, there are

growing concerns whether this kind of rapid growth will be sustainable. Investors are weary that the valuation of these
companies is more based on hype than the hard numbers they produce each financial quarter.
The main attraction to these services is, of course, their rock bottom prices from concert tickets to consumer market
goods which is made possible by selling in bulk to the online masses. Even though customers are attracted to these
deals, many are starting to complain about the various problems plagued by this industry such as substandard goods,
exaggerated ads, a lack of refund policies, sudden voiding of valid coupons, and the stealing of consumer confidential
information.

Many argue that these companies should stop pumping all their revenue into their bloated marketing

campaigns and start improving their quality of services. Whether this type of consumerism is just a temporary fad or
lasting trend, right now savvy Korean customers are all clicking away to the next best deal.
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